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The Sky This Month - Mar 2010

introduction

March 2010 is packed with astronomical events! Lots
going on. Hopefully we'll get some more clear
nights...

Please point out mistakes!

You may download an Adobe PDF version of the Mar
/ Apr 2010 calendar  (prepared by Blake). It is 1.2
MB.

Note the legend at the top-left of the calendar. He has
used icons like an eyeball and binoculars to indicate
how your might view the celestial event, what equipment you'll need.
[cal in PDF]

 

the Sun

Q: If the Sun sleeps, does it get bed head? If so,
does it look like this? Maybe!

Composite image is from the STEREO (Ahead)
space observatory from 5 Mar 2010. This was the
brightest coronal mass ejection (CME) seen in years.
The third brightest on record.

It is good and bad news that the Sun is becoming
active again, finally. Try to check out sunspots. Get
out your white light baader film filters that have been
collecting dust.

While monitoring messages in the Starry Nights
Yahoo! Group (not to be confused with the Starry
Night astronomy software), Blake noted an observing
report from an amateur astronomy. Observer / artist Rosolina linked to a sketch (ultimately
stored on the Cloudy Nights web site) he had done of a sunspot group. It is amazing!

 

location cubed

The Sun is moving from below the Earth's equator to above. We extend the planet's equator
into the celestial sphere.
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From the equinox on Mar 20, the Sun begins its northward journey. The northward equinox is
regularly referred to known as the vernal. Similarly the northern solstice is typically called
summer. This is all well and good for North Americans. But Blake used general terminology to
keep our Down Under fans happy.

 

zodiacal light

Have you seen it? Blake did, for the first (and only time), at the E.C. Carr Astronomical
Observatory (CAO) almost a year ago to the date of his presentation.

Get to a dark site, perhaps the CAO or the Long Sault Conservation Area. Look in west after
sunset. Can you see a tall thin pyramid or triangular shape canted to the left? Looks like light
pollution or sky glow.

It is produced by space dust in the plane of the solar system. Remember: space is dirty.

Best dates? Mar 10-17 and Apr 2-10.

Beletsky captures it well  from the ESO in Chile.

 

the Moon
 
Fans of the Moon are always chasing Lunar X but it seems that there are not good ops for
Canadians for some time. No worries. Try for the Straight Wall on Mar 23. It is also known as

the Railway by Brits; officially it is Rupes Recta or the Straight Fault. It is an excellent example

of a lunar fault or escarpment. It runs along eastern shore of Mare Nubium which is a little
north-west of Tycho.

Wonder if it's like hiking the Bruce Trail near High Dump... Without trees. of course.

http://the-moon.wikispaces.com/Straight+Wall

 

inner planets

Mercury rises toward Venus on Mar 24.
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The two inner planets are paired by Mar 30. With the ecliptic (plane of the solar system) so
steep, you can more easily spot the small hot planet Mercury. If at first unsuccessful, use your
binoculars. Then you should be able to spot it with just your eye balls. Then, try to photograph
them!

(Image made with Stellarium 0.9.1 with panoramic landscape of CAO by Blake.)

 

opportunities

There is a fantastic opportunity for photography and updating your life list! Try for an extremely
young Moon and Venus, just after sunset, on Mar 16 (26h) and 17 (50h). The "h" number noted
is how old the Moon will be in hours.

 

Can you see it?

(Stellarium is a free astronomy planetarium software tool for Windows, Macintosh, and Linux.
Beta version 0.10.2 is stable.)

 

so long Mars

The Red Planet stops its retrograde motion on Mar 11 and then resumes an eastward
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(prograde) direction. That means we're pulling away fast. It is getting smaller and fainter by the
hour! This month it will drop from 12 arc-seconds to 9 and fade below mag 0 on Mar 24. Clear
nights in March and April are your last chances... for 2 years.

 

dual shadows on Jupiter

Calendars show lots of opportunities but there's a catch. It is a very early morning target and
the ecliptic is canted low. It will be better in summer... See RASC Observer's Handbook (OH)
2010 for more info.

Also, Europa casts shadow on Io on Mar 21. Good luck.

 

Saturn returns!

The ringed planet is high at midnight. The rings have opened a little, about 3°.

Saturn is at opposition on Mar 21! Woot! That means it is only 8.50 AU away! Or 1.3 billion km.
Or 71 light minutes. Or it would take 1452 years if you drove at 100 km/h. That's a lot of rest
stops... It will be brighter than mag 1.0.

In the NASA Cassini space probe image above, the rings, near equinox, reveal more secrets...
Do you see the little moonlet?!

 

how many can you see?

March is when some astronomers try the Messier Marathon. Ideally, later is March is best. But
you also need to avoid the Moon. So, this year Mar 13-14 is best (near New Moon) with Mar
20-21 the 2nd best weekend. It's a challenge...

 

how many can you see?

The GLOBE at Night project is encouraging everyone from around the world to participate in

light pollution assessments. They suggest you use Orion and gauge how many stars you can
see, how faint, how low can you go?

http://www.globeatnight.org

The U of Calgary is using Auriga; OSC is using the Little Dipper.

 

DSO / DSs

The future clear nights in March and April are your last chances for Deep Sky Objects
and Double Stars in the constellations Orion, Taurus, Lepus, Monoceros, and Aries.
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DST

Do you love or hate Daylight Saving Time? An ad-hoc poll at
the meeting showed about 3 or 4 disliking it to 1.

Some attribute the creation of DST to Ben Franklin but others
blame George Hudson from New Zealand. That said, he was
an astronomer, so he wasn't all bad. As a shift-worker and bug
collector, he was interested in making better use of daylight in
the summer. He submitted his first proposal in 1895.

 

spaceflight

You may enjoy evening ISS flyovers till Mar 23. The
International Space Station is nearly done!

The Shuttle program is winding down, of course. NASA
conducted the final SRB motor test recently. Atlantis's final ET
arrived at the Cape.

The SpaceX Falcon 9 was to launch Mar 22 but they experienced a glitch. We'll see how the
commercial sector does...

A new crew is heading to the ISS on Apr 2. STS-131 to launch on Apr 5.

The New Horizons half-way to Pluto! It left the home planet on January 19, 2006. Blake
suspects it will be more than 4 more years before we see images of poor Pluto...

http://spaceflightnow.com

 

summary

St. Paddy’s Day
lose time this month
measure your light pollution
catch super young Moon
view flyovers
view Mercury & Venus
enjoy the equinox
Saturn’s is 1 272 200 000 km away!
see Straight Wall
be seeing you Mars

 

- Blake ( astronomy at computer dash ease dot com )
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